Frame And Cover, Phoenix P-2001
Or Approved Equal Monument
Frame And Cover To Be Set
In Concrete Prior To Paving

CITY MONUMENT

Recessed Area
For Lifting Bolt
1/2" Machined
Non-Skid Tread

Solid Brass Monument Marker 2"
Diameter Cap 2 3/4" Shank Lietz
No. 525 Or Approved Equal, Top
Of Monument To Be 5 1/2" Below
Street Surface. For Marking See
Note Below.

PLAN

9"
1/64"
8"
1/64"
10 1/2"
1/2" ø x
2 1/2" bolt

Street Surface

Machined On 6
Surfaces

Concrete Monument Shall Be
 Constructed Using 8" And 6" PVC
Which May Be Left In Place

SECTION

6" Diameter x 36"
Concrete Monument

SURVEYOR'S NOTE:
Exact point to be determined by
accurate survey and clearly punched
in top of brass marker together with
Engineer's R.E. number in 1/8" high numerals.

NOT TO SCALE

CITY OF REDWOOD CITY
ENGINEERING AND TRANSPORTATION

STREET MONUMENT

STANDARD
DETAIL
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